The first clinically validated NIBP cuff for providing accurate measurements from the forearm of obese patients

Connecting intelligence and care.

Introduction

Obese patients are at risk for many conditions, notably cardiovascular and renovascular disease. Failure to identify hypertension in these patients can translate to poorer clinical outcomes and increased cost of care. Until now it has been difficult to obtain accurate noninvasive blood pressure (NIBP) measurements on these patients because it was not possible to select a properly sized BP cuff. As a consequence, clinicians have used upper arm cuffs to measure NIBP from the forearm, an application for which such cuffs are not clinically validated. Use of upper arm cuffs in this manner has been shown to underestimate systolic blood pressure by as much as 10 mmHg.

GE Healthcare has designed the CRITIKON* RADIAL-CUF for use on the adult forearm. Its accuracy was validated in a clinical study using a radial intra-arterial reference. It is the first clinically validated cuff designed for use on the forearm of obese patients. It is validated to be used to accurately estimate radial arterial pressure using the oscillometric method.

*GE Healthcare sponsored and compensated Clinimark, LLC for managing and executing the clinical portions of this study. (March 2008/Dec 2011)
OBESITY AND BP CUFF SIZING
Recent data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey shows that more than one-third of U.S. adults were obese in 2009-10.24

The epidemic of obesity has driven a need for larger NIBP cuffs in adult populations. It has also increased opportunities for blood pressure measurement (BPM) error caused by the use of improperly sized cuffs. Numerous authors have discussed the impact of obesity on the accuracy of BPM and have concluded that improper cuff size has resulted in significant overestimation of BP in epidemiologic studies.12, 13, 14, 15

NIBP measurements on the upper arm require cuffs sized to the patient’s arm circumference – proper sizing is a key to BPM accuracy in both automated and manual methods.3, 4 Numerous studies have evaluated the proper cuff size required for accurate BPM in the upper arm.5, 6 Current standards recommend that the cuff bladder width be 40% of the patient’s arm circumference (W/C) and that the bladder length be 80% of the arm circumference (L/C).7

A cuff with a bladder that is too large relative to the patient’s arm circumference will result in underestimation of the patient’s BP, while a cuff that is too small will cause an overestimation. The error has been reported to be as high as -5 mmHg for overcuffing and +8 mmHg for undercuffing.8, 9

Two basic problems affect the ability to measure blood pressure accurately on the upper arms of obese patients. First, as arm circumference increases, the length and width of the cuff bladder must also increase. Therefore, in obese patients, the required bladder width can be greater than the length of the upper arm, causing an overlap at the elbow. Second, the upper arm in obese patients takes on a conical shape, making it difficult for a cylindrical cuff to be properly wrapped on the arm.12, 16 (These same fit problems may also occur in patients with overly muscular biceps).

GE Healthcare’s largest adult cuff size is designed to fit a maximum arm circumference of 40 cm, based on a bladder length of 33 cm and a bladder width of 17.2 cm. However, many patients have arm circumferences greater than that value.17 The GE Healthcare thigh cuff is designed for a circumference of up to 50 cm and has a bladder width of 20 cm. In many individuals, the length of the upper arm is less than 20 cm, which means this cuff would not properly fit the upper arm.

PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS
One solution that has been investigated is to take obese patients’ BPM from the forearm or wrist.20 The advantage of this approach is that even in obese patients, the forearm circumference does not increase significantly. However, these studies found that the BPMs on the forearm and wrist did not accurately reflect the upper arm BPMs.

The studies on forearm cuffs used existing upper arm cylindrical cuffs sized to the forearm. However, the data used to determine the proper ratios for W/C (40%) and L/C (80%) was based on studies done on the upper arm. There is no evidence to support the clinical accuracy of using an upper arm cuff on the forearm.16, 18

GE HEALTHCARE SOLUTION
GE Healthcare embarked on a development program to determine the proper size and shape for a NIBP cuff for forearm use. Anthropometric studies on the target patient population demonstrated a significantly conical shape in the forearm. They also determined that over a wide range of upper arm circumference (27-62 cm), the patients’ forearm circumference remained within relatively narrow limits (23-37 cm).21

Since the appropriate values for the W/C and L/C ratios have not been determined for a forearm cuff, the GE Healthcare study needed to determine proper forearm cuff sizing. All subjects had their blood pressure measured with four different cuff sizes in order to determine the proper cuff bladder width and length. An intra-arterial reference was used to determine the subjects’ true blood pressure.

WHY USE RADIAL PRESSURE?
In all patients, BP changes when moving from the aorta to the peripheral arteries.22, 23 This is due to the branching and reduction in diameter that occurs in the arterial system. In most patients, the systolic pressure increases and the diastolic pressure decreases in the peripheral arteries. However, the amount of the difference varies with patient age, size and arterial compliance. Therefore, it is not possible to develop a simple transfer function relating radial and central pressures.23 Figure 1 below illustrates the change in pressure moving from the aorta to the periphery.

![Figure 1. Change in BP moving from the aorta to the periphery.](image-url)
BP determined noninvasively from cuff-based measurements is a reflection of the pressure in the artery underneath the cuff. Since the CRITIKON RADIAL-CUF BP cuff is designed for use on the forearm, it was appropriate to evaluate its accuracy compared to a radial artery reference.

STUDY RESULTS

The CRITIKON RADIAL-CUF BP cuff was clinically validated to the AAMI/ANSI/ISO 81060-2 (2009) standard for NIBP accuracy using a radial intra-arterial reference.25 It is intended for adults with a forearm circumference range of 26–36 cm and who cannot be properly fitted with an upper arm cuff. This includes patients having an upper arm circumference >40 cm, patients on whom the upper arm is conical, patients where the cuff has a gap near the bottom edge, and/or patients where the upper arm cuff is too long, causing it to overlap the elbow. The forearm cuff is conical to properly fit the shape of the forearm.

The study found a clinically significant difference in the accuracy of NIBP measurements between the CRITIKON RADIAL-CUF and the conventional upper arm cuff when both were used on the forearm. As shown in Table 2, the upper arm cuff underestimated systolic blood pressure by almost 10 mmHg (mean error = -9.85 mmHg) compared to the value for the RADIAL_CUF (mean error= -0.12 mmHg) in Table 1.

Another measure of the accuracy of the cuff is the percentages of readings that are within 10 mmHg of the reference value. With the CRITIKON RADIAL-CUF, almost 90% of the systolic readings met that criteria (Table 1), with the upper arm cuff only slightly more than half of the readings were within 10 mmHg (Table 2).

HUMAN FACTORS

There was minimal reported cuff slippage with use of the forearm cuff and there was negligible impact to caregivers’ existing workflow. From a comfort standpoint, the forearm cuff was preferred to the upper arm cuff by 77% of patients when cuff was applied to the forearm.

CONCLUSION

The CRITIKON RADIAL-CUF bladder width and length to circumference ratios are approximately 30% and 73%, compared to 50% and 100% for a CRITIKON adult cuff. This demonstrated that the correct ratios of width and length to circumference are different for the forearm. The required criteria of the 81060-2 standard, which are absolute mean errors ≤ 5 mmHg and standard deviations of error ≤ 8 mmHg, were met. Based upon these statistical results, this study demonstrates that the CRITIKON RADIAL-CUF can be used to accurately estimate radial arterial pressure using the oscillometric method. This new forearm cuff is an important improvement which should provide convenience for the clinician and better treatment for the obese patient since the radial blood pressure will be accurately estimated.
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